
CHOYA PLUM WINE W FRUIT
A uniquely sweet and gently tart taste of ume 
fruit with notes of almond from the pit. Serve 
straight and slightly chilled or on-the-rocks.  
Goes well with spicy food.

Alcohol: 14.6%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

ITEM#3801, 12/750ML; #3802, 12/500ML

ASAHI SUPER DRY BEER
Japanese Rice Lager- 5.2% ABV. Gold Medal 
2014 World Beer Cup. The first Asahi Super Dry 
is formulated, and its KARAKUCHI taste changes 
product trends in Japan's beer industry. Dry 
hopping gives Asahi Super Dry a moderate 
balanced bitterness and a crisp, clean finish.

Alcohol: 5.2%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

ITEM#4701, 12/21OZ; #4705, 4/6/11.2OZ; #4707, 4/6/16.9OZ

SUIGEI HARMONEY BLEND JD
Suigei Brewing produces several Junmai 
Daiginjo sakes, each with its own character; 
then combines them to create this entirely 
unique Junmai Daiginjo that is both aromatic 
and crisp.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

ITEM#1931, 12/720ML; #1932, 12/300ML

KUBOTA SENJYU JUNMAI GINJO
A balanced Junmai Ginjo perfect for pairing, 
with an elegant, refreshing taste and gentle 
aroma. Enjoy its smooth and dry taste. Chilled, 
it has hints of tartness and a crisp finish. At 
room temperature, the tartness comes further 
to the fore along with rich echoes of rice. Ideal 
to serve with lighter fare as well as heavier.

Alcohol: 15%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN



ITEM#1933, 6/720ML; #1934, 6/1.8L

KENBISHI ZUISHO JUNMAI 
“KENBISHI“ was the first recognized in 1505,  
and is the     first sake to be branded in Japan.
“ZUISHO” is aged for 5 to 15 years before 
blended and bottling. It creates  a full-bodied 
sake that is rich and full-flavored yet also 
maintains a soft depth whose enjoyment 
increases with every sip.

Alcohol: 18%                                                           
Brewer (Location): JAPAN

ITEM#634, 6/720ML

JIANG XIAO BAI P750
Jiangxiaobai’s baijiu is made purely from high-
quality sorghum (Kaoliang) from its own 133-
hectare Jiangji farm that’s rich in selenium.  The 
spirit body of it has won many international 
awards. Pure and smooth taste make it a base 
liquor that guarantees unique experience in 
mixed drinks.

Alcohol: 40%                                                           
Brewer (Location); CHINA

ITEM#LS6029, 6/750ML

TENSHO SOBA SOCHU
This is a very easy drinking shochu, it does not 
have any stand-out characteristics on the nose 
or flavor front, though it’s slightly sweet with a 
very mellow herbal finish that’s not at all 
unpleasant. Overall, we liked Kagura Tensho as 
a mellow drink.

Alcohol: 24%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Kagurashuzo, JAPAN

ITEM#LS2010, 12/750ML

KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI SMART POUCH
Funaguchi is a rich, full-bodied, rare UN-
PASTEURIZED, UN-DILUTED brew. 
The unique pouch prevents oxidation by 
blocking the air and light so the sake stays fresh. 
Portable and convenient, this sake in a bag 
saves space in restaurant refrigerator.

Alcohol: 19%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Niigata, JAPAN

ITEM#1901, 6/1.5L



KIKUSUI PULPY TANGERINE SAKE
Most pulp mandarin orange sake, based on 
Junmai Sake with unique bottle shape like real 
orange, very fresh taste and surprisingly pulpy. 
Served icy, chilled.

Alcohol: 7.5%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Shikoku, JAPAN

ITEM#3664, 12/180ML

HAKKAISAN DAIGINJO 45
Yamadanishiki and Gohyakumangoku sake rice 
are carefully selected and polished down to 45% 
remaining. All the koji is handmade and this 
sake is brewed with an especially pure 
snowmelt mountain stream water, which is 
known as Raiden-sama no Mizu or water of the 
god Raiden.  Clean, clear, and crisp taste.

Alcohol: 15.5%, Rice Polishing: 45% remaining                                                           
Brewer (Location); Hakkaisan, JAPAN

ITEM# 1886, 6/1.8L ; #1887, 12/720ML; #1888, 15/300ML

HAKKAISAN JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Hand made all Koji, and spring water from 
melted snow – “pure water of the god Raiden” 
is used to brew this Junmai Daiginjo.  This refine 
sake meant to pair with food and it has a 
pronounced clarity, a clean taste, and an 
elegant, gentle sweetness, which will enhance 
the flavor of any cuisine.

Alcohol: 15.5%, Rice Polishing: 45% remaining                                                           
Brewer (Location); Hakkaisan, JAPAN

ITEM# 1886, 6/1.8L ; #1887, 12/720ML; #1888, 15/300ML

KURAMOTO NO UMESHU
A perfect blend of our authentic rice shochu, 
juice from Yuzu fruit produced in Japan, and 
lemon juice. A harmony of the delicate 
bitterness of Yuzu and the refreshing sourness 
of lemon, Yuzumon is an invigorating, double 
citrus liqueur. 

Alcohol: 8%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Takahashi Shuzo, JAPAN

ITEM#LS4043, 6/750ML



SEOUL NIGHT SOJU 
Seoul Night is created to fit the modern palate 
of soju drinkers. Double distillation of golden 
maesil captures pleasant floral plum flavors 
with dry aftertaste then cold-filtration provides 
clean flavors with smooth texture. Enjoy chilled 
or on the rocks with splash of soda or tonic 
water.

Alcohol: 23%                                                           
Brewer (Location); The Han, South Korea

ITEM#LS2051, 12/375ML

TERRA LAGER
Terra Beer from Hite Jinro is made using barley 
produced in a region of Australia called the 
Golden Triangle, which has a clean and 
unpolluted environment and the right amount 
of rain and sun to produce barley. Terra only 
contains carbon naturally produced in the 
fermentation process.  

Alcohol: 4.6%                                                           
Brewer (Location); HITEJINRO, South Korea

ITEM#222, 12/500ML; #223, 4/6PK/350ML, #221, 6/1.6L

ITEM #224, 4/6PK/355ML, #225, 12/355ML; #226, 4/6PK/500ML

GYOKUSENDO PEAK WHISKY
It is a blend of imported malt and some grain, 
lending it both a rich and round flavor as well as 
a sharp, bright finish. The soft subterranean 
water provides the whisky's gentle, velvety 
texture, allowing this 86 proof whisky to 
perform very well in cocktails. 

Alcohol: 43%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Gyokusendo Shuzo, JAPAN

ITEM#LS4041, 12/750ML

SASAKAWA FINE WHISKY
A masterful blend of malt whisky and grain 
whisky, both aged in bourbon barrels imported 
from the USA and put to rest for a minimum of 
three years. Easy to drink and very well 
balanced, the whisky has a bold, smokey 
character and a mellow aftertaste. Perfect by 
itself, but does well on the rocks or as a cocktail 
base as well.
Alcohol: 40%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Sasanokawa, JAPAN

ITEM#LS4044, 12/750ML



SASAKAWA PURE MALT WHISKY
A masterful blend of malt whisky and grain 
whisky, both aged in bourbon barrels imported 
from the USA and put to rest for a minimum of 
three years. Easy to drink and very well 
balanced, the whisky has a bold, smokey 
character and a mellow aftertaste. Perfect by 
itself, but does well on the rocks or as a cocktail 
base as well.
Alcohol: 43%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Sasanokawa, JAPAN

ITEM#LS4045, 12/750ML

MOUTAI BU LAO JIU
Named Bu Lao Jiu to refer to  eternal youth, this 
new expression is made from Moutai’s 
signature blend before being infused with 
traditional Chinese herbs. Some key herbs 
including Angelica Dahurica, Dried Longan 
Berry, Wolfberries, and Hawthorn blend 
harmoniously with Baijiu. 

Alcohol: 43%                                                           
Brewer (Location); Sasanokawa, JAPAN

ITEM#LS7098, 12/375ML


